COlor Change in the
Olympic Mudminnow
by Tom Baugh
During the spring, summer, and fall of 1978 I collected small members of
the Olympic mudminnow (Novumbra hubbsi, Schultz) from three streams in the
Chehalis River watershed of Washington State. The streams are Scatter Creek,
Salmon Creek , and Beaver Creek (fig. 1) (N. hubbsi had previously been reported
from the first two streams but not from Beaver Creek although Beaver Creek is
well within the established range of this species). At the time the specimens
were collected the waters of Scatter Creek were clear, those of Salmon Creek were
muddy and stained, and those of Beaver Creek were stained but were essentially
clear of suspended sediment.
The fish from these three streams are classified in this report as either
beige or black . The fish from Scatter Creek were beige as were those from Salmon
Creek.
The fish from Beaver Creek, however, were quite dark and classified as
black.
In his 1968 study of the zoogeography of N. hubbsi Meldrim noted the possibility of color morphs of this species. He also stated that he had observed
that fish from darker waters tended to be darker than those from lighter waters.
My field observations do not necessarily confirm this statement.
If Meldrim is
correct, and if his observation holds throughout the restricted range of this
species, we would expect to find that the fish from muddy, darkly stained Salmon
Creek would be among the darkest collected from the three streams mentioned in
this report. This, however, is not the case.
In fact, the fish taken from
Salmon Creek are, in general , as light as those taken from the relatively clear
waters of Scatter Creek .
It is possible , as Meldrim claims, that water color has some relationship to
fish c olor .
I suspect, however, that at least one other factor, substrate color,
is a significant contributor to the colors of N. hubbsi.
I was well into my observations of the behavior of N. hubbsi before I
became aware of the possible relationship between the lightness or darkness of
bottom substrate and fish color.
I had placed some dark N. hubbsi (fig. 2) in
an aquarium where the bottom was covered with c.ommercial black aquarium gravel.
After several weeks I moved one of the black fish into an aquarium with beige
colored specimens (fig. 3) and a light sandy substrate. Within two days the
black fish had lightened considerably and by the end of the week it closely
matched the lightness of the beige specimens.
I then took some beige colored
fish from a third aquarium and placed them into the aquarium with black fish
and black gravel. The results were exactly the same only in reverse . The beige
fish began to darken until they were quite dark .
In summary , casual observation of N. hubbs i indicates that members of this
species can lighten or darken in response to the lightness or darkness of the
gravel substrate in aquaria. This observation does not necessarily disprove
Meldrim's contention that fish color and water color are related nor does it
disprove the existence of color morphs of this species. Uy obser v ation. howeve r ,
introduces yet another factor as a possible explanation for the lightness or
darkness of v ari ou s specimens of N. hucbsi.
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2 A dark co l o red Olymp ic mudminn ow (Novurr.bra h~cbsi ) .
3 A light co l o r e d Olympic mudminnow ( :\"c vu,.,cra hucb s i) .
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